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Fossils have fascinated humans for centuries. From the smallest diatoms to the largest dinosaurs,

finding a fossil is an exciting and rewarding experience. But where did they come from, and how

long have they been around? These and many other questions are answered in this remarkable

book.The Fossil Book will teach you about:The origin of fossilsHow to start your own fossil

CollectionWhat kinds of fossils can be commonly foundThe age of fossilsHow scientists find and

preserve fossilsHow to identify kinds of fossilsHow the flood affected fossil formationThe Geologic

Column DiagramThe difference between evolutionistsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ and creationistsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ views on

fossilsThe Ã¢â‚¬Å“four CsÃ¢â‚¬Â• biblical creationThe different kinds of rocks fossils are found in

coal and oil formationLearning about fossils, their origins, and how to collect them can be both fun

and educational. The abundance of both marine and land fossils and the locations they are found in

is a fascinating subject for students of all ages and has been studied by scientists and laypersons

alike for many years. Learn what all the excitement is about!
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After starting his 30-year college teaching career as a non-Christian evolutionist, Dr. Gary Parker

became a zerlous creationist, eventually serving as professor of biology at the Institute for Creation



Research in San Diego, lecturing worldwide for both ICR and Answers in Genesis, writing five

science textbooks and seven creation books (translated into over ten languages), and appearing in

numerous films, videos, and television programs. Dr. Parker and his wife, Mary, also run family

camps, workshops, and credit courses through the Creation Adventures Museum near their home in

Arcadia, Florida.

Excellent information and pictures on the wonder of God's creation and what science is learning.

Grandson loves it.

Great series of books for teaching kids about creation, instead of the horrible evolution lie.

This is a great book for kids to understand the fossil's that are found.A great Christian perspective,

should buy for children.

A nice big hardcover book on Fossils from a creation world view.It's nice to be able to learn and

study about fossils without all the lies and rhetoric of millions of years.Shown from a biblical

perspective this book shows many great scientific evidences for a world wide flood.The creation

model is by far the best explanation for what we see in our world!I love these books and have

learned a lot, but my son also loves reading them with me.Large ages, full color, smooth and glossy.

I am one of the home educators so rudely referred to in one of the previous reviews that has chosen

to use this book in my curriculum. I am also a creationist. I am not, however, one who swallows any

creationist theory without thoroughly thinking it through and comparing it to both the Bible and to

other scientific theories. Evidence is ALWAYS interpreted with some kind of bias. All points of view

should be considered, at least briefly. I doubt any one scientist or group of scientists has everything

figured out. The history of science will bear that out. If nothing else, reading differing views with help

you to refine your own. Having said that, I think this book is spectacular. I thought it was a very

respectful and well thought out presentation of the material. When presenting alternative theories in

an area that is so hotly debated, with entrenched views on both sides, I believe it is necessary to

address the differences in interpretation. The authors have done this very well without being

inflammatory or conceited. They simply differ, and explain why very well. They do utilize Biblical

worldview just as an evolutionist would refer to evolutionary thinking in any book he/she wrote. The



book is challenging but not overly technical. It made me want to go fossil hunting right away. I think

if you are open to creationist theories, or just want to compare them with evolutionary theories, it

would be a great place to start. I used it with my daughter in conjunction with a rockhound class she

is taking at the local mineral museum. It has been wonderful brain excercise!

Great information and photos. For an amateur paleontologist I was intrigued and challenged to

understand the fossil discoveries that exist on this planet. Loved it and plan to buy some more

books to further investigate findings in northern Alaska and Siberia. May keep this book as a wish

list of places to visit and explore around the world later in life.

The material was factual. The pictures are fabulous.I shared it with my youth scouting club

members.I would highly recommend it to everyone who is searching for the truth about fossils.
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